







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The most esteemed universal value in contemporary society is human
rights. Today, the school functions as the front line of human rights
education.
Nevertheless, at a school in Osaka in 2012, there was a case involving a
violation of human rights that shook Japanese society, featuring intense
violence and a mysterious development. The captain of high school boys
basketball club killed himself after suffering violence from the coach.This
case is called Sakuranomiya-koukou jiken (the Sakuranomiya High School
incident).
Certainly, many people still remember the incident because the
subsequent moves to blame the student and to protect the coach shocked
and caught the attention of the public.
What is at the root of this willingness to authorize violence in the
Sakuranomiya High School incident, despite the prohibition of corporal
punishment clearly stated in the School Education Act, in a modern society
where there is increasing awareness of human rights?
In this paper, I would like to examine the violence inherent in sports by
subjecting this tragic event to close analysis.
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